History
The University of Hong Kong-Shenzhen Hospital is a cooperation of the University of Hong Kong and the Shenzhen government in China. It is located in the north coast of Shenzhen Bay, which is opposite to Hong Kong. The hospital was opened to the public in 2012 and started MRI service in January 2013. Our cardiac MRI group was founded in 2014.

Clinical Focus
Cardiomyopathy  Viability
Congenital  Cardiac Masses

Cooperation
The University of Toronto, Canada
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, The University of Hong Kong
Royal Brompton Hospital, UK

Our Vision of CMR in 20 years
1. More CMR centres and examinations performed particularly across China and the Asia-Pacific region. Availability of CMR will be less of an issue to patients.
2. CMR will be used extensively in research to be better understand disease characteristics, impact of medical or surgical therapy on the heart and cardiac physiology due to its unique tissue characterisation capabilities, high spatial and temporal resolution and being the gold standard for systolic function assessment.
3. Faster MRI sequences acquisitions will be routinely used, resulting in improved cost-effectiveness and significant reduction in examination time for patients and departments.
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